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Abstract

Machine translation and other NLP systems001
often contain significant biases regarding sen-002
sitive attributes, such as gender or race, that003
worsen system performance and perpetuate004
harmful stereotypes. Recent preliminary re-005
search suggests that adversarial learning can be006
used as part of a model-agnostic bias mitiga-007
tion method that requires no data modifications.008
However, adapting this strategy for machine009
translation and other modern NLP domains re-010
quires (1) restructuring training objectives in011
the context of fine-tuning pretrained large lan-012
guage models and (2) developing measures for013
gender or other protected variables for tasks in014
which these attributes must be deduced from015
the data itself.016

We present an adversarial learning framework017
that addresses these challenges to mitigate gen-018
der bias in seq2seq machine translation. Our019
framework improves the disparity in translation020
quality for sentences with male vs. female enti-021
ties by 86% for English-German translation and022
91% for English-French translation, with min-023
imal effect on translation quality. The results024
suggest that adversarial learning is a promising025
technique for mitigating gender bias in machine026
translation.027

1 Introduction028

To avoid perpetuating harm, recent research has be-029

gun to examine how biases in NLP systems could030

be measured and reduced. Efforts to mitigate bi-031

ases that rely on extensive dataset curation may032

be infeasible in some applications, such as transla-033

tion of low-resource or morphologically complex034

languages. However, recent work suggests that ad-035

versarial learning can help to mitigate biases during036

training without the need to provide additional unbi-037

ased data or restructure the original model (Zhang038

et al., 2018).1 The method has shown promise in039

1This approach is sometimes referred to as "adversarial
debiasing," but following the authors themselves, we use "ad-

Figure 1: Example of gender bias in English-French
translation using Google Translate. The system trans-
lates "nurse" to "l’infirmière," a female nurse, and "me-
chanic" to "le mécanicien," a male mechanic.

simple proof-of-concept applications, such as mit- 040

igating bias in word embeddings for use in analo- 041

gies. 042

Large language models, pre-trained without su- 043

pervision and then fine-tuned for specific applica- 044

tions, have become a dominant paradigm in NLP. 045

However, using adversarial learning for bias mit- 046

igation in such frameworks raises several ques- 047

tions. How can we define a protected variable in 048

the context of these models? How can we apply 049

an adversarial framework for bias mitigation to a 050

pre-training/fine-tuning setup? Finally, how can 051

we quantitatively evaluate the extent to which this 052

method mitigates gender bias? 053

We present a framework for leveraging adver- 054

sarial learning to mitigate gender bias in machine 055

translation that advances solutions to several is- 056

sues faced when using this framework in modern 057

NLP domains: we propose two measures for gen- 058

der as a protected variable in the context of large 059

language models, discuss how an adversarial frame- 060

work can be applied during model fine-tuning, and 061

present quantitative results on the effectiveness of 062

this method at mitigating gender bias in machine 063

translation. Our model reduces translation gender 064

bias in the model T5 with little to no adverse effect 065

on translation quality. 066

versarial bias mitigation" to avoid the implication that all
forms of bias are completely removed.
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2 Background and Related Work067

Recent work in the NLP community has stressed068

the need for studies of bias in NLP systems to dis-069

cuss the normative reasoning behind why, how, and070

to whom an NLP system is harmful and ground this071

research in the literature outside NLP that exam-072

ines how social processes lead to inequity (Blodgett073

et al., 2020). Beukeboom and Burgers (2019) de-074

fine linguistic bias as a "systematic asymmetry in075

language choice" that reflects stereotypical beliefs076

about social categories, as applied to either the077

category as a whole or its members. Under their078

Social Categories and Stereotypes Communication079

(SCSC) framework, these stereotypes skew percep-080

tion of others by (1) preventing members of a social081

category from being viewed as distinct individu-082

als (perceived entitativity), (2) reinforcing expec-083

tations about the social category, and (3) implying084

that characteristics are immutable and inherent to085

the group (perceived essentialism). Overtly or im-086

plicitly, stereotypes threaten or demean their targets.087

As a result, cognitive biases harm stereotyped in-088

dividuals by causing people to fulfill stereotypical089

expectations, lowering their self-esteem, barring ac-090

cess to opportunities, and harming their mental and091

physical health (Beukeboom and Burgers, 2019).092

One way in which language encodes gender093

stereotypes is through the use of gendered terms.094

For example, studies examining job advertisements095

for male-dominated occupations found that female096

applicants were not only judged a poorer fit, but097

were also less likely to apply when a position was098

advertised in a masculine form (e.g., "chairman")099

versus a gender-neutral form (e.g., "chairperson")100

(Menegatti and Rubini, 2017). These effects could101

be particularly strong in languages with gender in-102

flection, where most terms for professions have103

different forms depending on the person’s gender104

(e.g., infirmier/infirmière for “nurse”). Thus, bi-105

ases in NLP systems are destructive because they106

reproduce and reinforce pernicious societal power107

structures. Interventions in NLP that combat these108

biases present an opportunity to create more ethical109

and equitable systems that benefit all members of110

society.111

2.1 What Constitutes a Biased Translation?112

The harms of gender-stereotypical translations take113

the form of representation bias (misrepresenting114

a social category) and allocation bias (decreased115

performance for that social category) (Crawford,116

2017). Allocation bias with respect to gender in 117

machine translation can occur when the accuracy of 118

translation decreases according to a linguistic bias. 119

This includes: (1) mistranslating sentences when 120

they contain a female entity, but not when they con- 121

tain a male entity and (2) mistranslating sentences 122

when they contain a counter-stereotypical associa- 123

tion (such as a female doctor or male nurse, as in 124

Figure 1), but not when they contain a stereotypi- 125

cal association. Mistranslations of sentences that 126

contain a counter-stereotypical association (e.g., a 127

female mechanic) simultaneously display alloca- 128

tion bias, because they fail to provide equal perfor- 129

mance to different genders, and representational 130

bias, because they reinforce gendered stereotypes. 131

This research aims to minimize allocative and
representational bias perpetuated within a machine
translation system as measured by the failure to
meet a statistical fairness criterion. Statistical fair-
ness criteria that have been proposed include de-
mographic parity, equality of odds, and equality of
opportunity (Hardt et al., 2016; Beutel et al., 2017);
we use demographic parity, which defines a fair
classifier as one in which predictions Ŷ and the
protected variable Z are independent. That is,

P (Ŷ = ŷ) = P (Ŷ = ŷ|Z = z)

The adversarial method for bias mitigation used in 132

this paper can be quickly extended to work with 133

equality of odds and equality of opportunity (see 134

Section 3). 135

2.2 Documenting Bias 136

Caliskan et al. (2017) found that word embeddings 137

exhibited gender and racial bias similar to those 138

exhibited by humans and that machine translation 139

systems exhibited gender bias in its translation of 140

pronouns; subsequent studies found similar biases 141

across other NLP tasks (May et al., 2019; Zhao 142

et al., 2017; Rudinger et al., 2018). The translation 143

biases found by Caliskan et al. (2017) raised aware- 144

ness of bias in machine translation, leading some 145

translation systems to introduce limited gender- 146

specific translations as recently as 2020. However, 147

more recent studies by Kocmi et al. (2020a) and 148

Stanovsky et al. (2019) found that evidence of gen- 149

der bias persisted across 10 languages over a total 150

of 23 translation systems, including Google Trans- 151

late, Microsoft Translator, Amazon Translate, and 152

Systran. 153

Biases can be incorporated into machine learn- 154

ing systems during different stages of model devel- 155
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opment. Stereotyped associations and unbalanced156

representation of different demographics in training157

corpora (“dataset bias”), along with bias amplifica-158

tion effects during model training, result in models159

that exhibit biases far beyond real-world disparities160

(Rudinger et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2018).161

2.3 Mitigating Bias162

Escudé Font and Costa-jussà (2019) propose reduc-163

ing gender bias in English-Spanish machine trans-164

lation by adjusting word embeddings and suggest165

that this method improves translation gender bias166

on some examples. Meanwhile, several efforts at167

mitigating translation bias have intervened through168

dataset curation, either by refining or annotating169

existing training sets or creating new datasets for170

fine-tuning. Vanmassenhove et al. (2018) tagged171

sentences with information on the speaker’s gen-172

der, which affects the grammatical gender of words173

in some languages and may inform word choice174

more generally, to improve the translation quality175

of sentences spoken by women. Saunders et al.176

(2020) and Stafanovičs et al. (2020) similarly use177

training data annotated with gender tags. Saun-178

ders and Byrne (2020) addressed gender bias using179

corrective fine-tuning with a smaller, handcrafted180

dataset of gender-balanced sentences and suggested181

methods for swapping the genders of entities in lan-182

guages with gender inflection. The authors note183

that there is usually a tradeoff between bias miti-184

gation on the WinoMT dataset (see Section 3) and185

translation quality.186

However, data-centric approaches to bias mitiga-187

tion suffer from the difficulty of collecting data for188

specific applications, particularly for low-resource189

and morphologically complex languages. In addi-190

tion, approaches that intervene before training may191

address dataset bias but not bias amplification. In192

the case of gender bias, data-centric approaches193

may also be more difficult to apply to languages194

with grammatical gender, in which gender may be195

represented not only in pronouns or occupations,196

but also through the inflection of nouns, adjectives,197

and other parts of speech (Zmigrod et al., 2019).198

2.4 Adversarial Learning Approaches199

Zhang et al. (2018) proposed an adversarial tech-200

nique for general bias mitigation during training.201

An adversary is trained to predict a protected vari-202

able (i.e., gender), while the model learns to pre-203

vent the adversary from predicting the protected204

variable (see Section 3). They applied adversarial205

bias mitigation to two proof-of-concept tasks: in- 206

come prediction on the UCI Adult dataset and anal- 207

ogy completion (e.g., “man : woman :: king : __”). 208

For the analogy completion task, the study defined 209

gender bias according to the notion of a “gender di- 210

rection” proposed by Bolukbasi et al. (2016). This 211

method measures gender bias as the magnitude 212

of the projection projgy of a sentence y onto the 213

“gender direction” g of a word embedding space. 214

Zhang et al. found that the method substantially 215

reduced bias in the income prediction task. They 216

also gave examples of bias reduction in the analogy 217

completion task, such as a decreased likelihood 218

of choosing “nurse” as the female equivalent of 219

“doctor”; however, they do not provide evidence 220

of systematic bias mitigation in the model overall, 221

possibly due to the scarcity of datasets for testing 222

gender bias at the time of the study’s publication. 223

Thus, the exact degree to which this method can 224

mitigate bias remained an open question. 225

Kumar et al. (2019) independently introduced 226

an adversarial framework for text classification to 227

prevent confounding variables, such as the mention 228

of a particular country, from overly affecting classi- 229

fication, such as language identification. Xia et al. 230

(2020) drew on this vein of research to mitigate 231

racial bias in a small LSTM-based hate speech de- 232

tection model, using tweets that were pre-annotated 233

with the probable race of the author. However, pre- 234

vious work on adversarial bias mitigation has yet to 235

examine issues pertaining to measuring gender as 236

a protected variable when not prelabeled or apply 237

the adversarial technique to large language models. 238

3 Approach 239

The adversarial framework for bias mitigation 240

has several advantages that make it suitable for 241

machine translation and LLM-based tasks more 242

broadly. Adversarial bias mitigation is a model- 243

agnostic strategy: so long as the model trains using 244

gradient descent, the complexity of the model be- 245

ing trained does not affect the overall framework. 246

This advantage makes it suitable for mitigating bi- 247

ases under the common framework of pre-training 248

a large language model on a general language un- 249

derstanding task, then fine-tuning on machine trans- 250

lation or other specific applications. By modifying 251

the training process itself, it also works to mitigate 252

the effects of bias amplification as well as dataset 253

bias. In addition, unlike bias mitigation techniques 254

that intervene before or after the training process, 255
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adversarial bias mitigation does not require exten-256

sive modifications to the training data or additional257

data collection, which makes it easier to extend to258

new tasks or low-resource domains.259

3.1 Framework260

We use an adversarial approach that mitigates gen-
der bias by defining a training objective that encour-
ages a model to minimize the gendered information
encoded in output sentence embeddings beyond
what is strictly necessary to translate the sentence
correctly. In this approach, a prediction model M
with weights W learns to predict an output Y from
input X while remaining neutral with respect to the
protected variable Z. The adversary A attempts to
predict Z from the model’s output predictions Ŷ .
Then, W is updated according to:

∇WLP − proj∇WLA
∇WLP − α∇WLA

where α is a tuneable hyperparameter. This train-261

ing objective penalizes the prediction model for262

helping the adversary to determine the value of the263

protected variable (Zhang et al., 2018).264

In this work, we define fairness through demo-265

graphic parity (see Section 2.4). Replacing the266

objective of demographic parity used in this paper267

with either equality of odds (conditional indepen-268

dence between Ŷ and Z, given Y ) or equality of269

opportunity for a group y (independence between270

Ŷ and Z, conditioned on Y = y) requires minimal271

changes: for equality of odds, the adversary can272

be given access to the target translation Y as well273

as the prediction Ŷ ; for equality of opportunity274

on a class y, the adversary should only train on275

examples for which Y = y.276

3.2 Defining the Protected Variable Z277

3.2.1 Method 1: Gender Direction from278

Sentence Encodings279

To define the protected variable Z, we extend the280

notion of a "gender direction" g from Bolukbasi281

et al. (2016) and Zhang et al. (2018). Zhang et al.282

defined 10 male/female word pairs (e.g., he/she,283

him/her), and from these defined a bias subspace,284

the space spanned by the top principal component285

of the differences. The unit vector g representing286

the bias subspace thus approximates the "she-he287

direction" of the word embedding space. They288

then defined the protected variable for the task of289

completing analogies based on word embeddings290

as projgy, the projection along the gender direction 291

of the word y that completes the analogy. 292

Extending this formulation to sentence embed- 293

dings, we calculate the bias subspace from the top 294

principal component of the model M ’s sentence 295

encodings for the 10 male/female word pairs to 296

find g for the sentence embedding space of the out- 297

put of the model.2 We then define Z as projgy, 298

the projection of the sentence encoding along the 299

gender direction. After masking all pronouns in 300

the model’s predicted translation ŷ of a sentence, 301

the adversary attempts to predict projgŷ, while the 302

model is trained to avoid providing information 303

that allows the adversary to do so.3 304

3.2.2 Method 2: Pronoun Usage Heuristic 305

An open question is whether there are ways of 306

defining the protected variable Z that are more ef- 307

fective at mitigating bias or otherwise useful for 308

NLP tasks. Thus, we also implemented a pronoun 309

usage heuristic for defining the protected variable 310

Z. Under this alternative metric, Z is defined as 311

1 if a female-gendered pronoun occurred, -1 if a 312

male-gendered pronoun occurred, and 0 if both oc- 313

curred. This simpler metric has some advantage 314

in terms of computational cost, since the princi- 315

pal component analysis and matrix multiplications 316

needed to calculate the projection of each encoded 317

sentence on g require some expensive calculations 318

before training. On the other hand, evidence that 319

the gender direction metric is more effective than 320

the pronoun usage metric would indicate that calcu- 321

lating Z from how the model encodes the sentence 322

provides additional information that is useful for 323

mitigating bias in that model. 324

4 Implementation 325

We fine-tuned the model T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) 326

on English-French and English-German translation 327

under our adversarial bias mitigation paradigm.4 328

The adversarial intervention occurred during fine- 329

tuning alone, without intervening during the pre- 330

training stage. Since T5 is an encoder-decoder 331

2g is reduced to 30,000 entries to prevent the principal
component analysis from becoming prohibitively expensive.

3First names were uncommon enough in the data that we
found masking them was not needed for the method to work.

4In an effort to examine performance on low-resource
languages, we also performed initial experiments on English-
Czech translation with an order of magnitude smaller dataset;
however, issues with translation quality suggest more exten-
sive modifications are necessary to extend this technique to
low-resource settings.
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Figure 2: Our framework for adversarial bias mitigation
in machine translation with T5.

model, Ŷ (the representation of the encoded sen-332

tence) is the output of the second encoder of T5.333

For the gender direction method, the protected vari-334

able Z for a sentence S was found through prin-335

cipal component analysis on Ŷ on the pretrained336

model before fine-tuning. During training, Ŷ is337

then sent to the adversary A, which attempts to338

predict Z (Figure 2).339

We used the WMT-2014 corpus (Bojar et al.,340

2014) to train the model and evaluate for translation341

quality (see Section 5). For each translation pair,342

the model was fine-tuned on a subset of 100,000343

examples that contained at least one gendered pro-344

noun. This was done to ensure that the training345

set included a higher proportion of sentences with346

gendered entities, since the majority of sentences in347

the original dataset contained no gendered entities348

at all. We masked all source sentences’ gendered349

pronouns in the training data.350

The development and test sets each consisted351

of 50,000 random unseen sentence pairs from the352

corpus, including sentences without gendered pro-353

nouns, to ensure that the intervention during fine-354

tuning did not hinder the model’s ability to translate355

in general. (See Appendix B for hyperparameter356

details.)357

5 Evaluation Results358

The model was tested on both translation accuracy359

(BLEU score on the WMT-2014 data) and mini-360

mization of bias. For bias mitigation, the model361

was tested on the WinoMT dataset (Stanovsky et al.,362

2019), a challenge set for gender bias in machine363

translation consisting of sentences balanced be-364

tween male and female genders and between male 365

and female gender role assignments (e.g. male 366

doctor/female doctor, female nurse/male nurse). 367

The primary metrics used to measure perfor- 368

mance on the WinoMT dataset are ∆G, ∆S, and 369

the overall accuracy of preserving the gender of 370

an entity upon translation ("acc."). ∆G denotes 371

the difference in F1 scores between sentences in- 372

volving masculine entities and sentences involving 373

feminine entities. ∆S denotes the difference in 374

accuracy on correctly translating the antecedent be- 375

tween sentences involving pro-stereotypical (e.g., 376

male doctor/female nurse) and anti-stereotypical 377

(e..g, female doctor/male nurse) role assignments. 378

5.1 Results on Bias Mitigation 379

Both methods of bias mitigation significantly re- 380

duced gender bias in the translated output, with 381

minimal change in translation accuracy (Table 1). 382

The disparity in F1 scores between sentences in- 383

volving male and female entities (∆G) decreased 384

from 18.8 (EN-FR) and 27.5 (EN-DE) in the base- 385

line to 4.8 and 10.0 under the pronoun usage heuris- 386

tic and to 2.0 and 2.4 using the gender direction 387

(86% and 91% improvement, respectively). 388

The accuracy of preserving the genders of enti- 389

ties in translation increased from 53.5% and 53.7% 390

in the baseline to 62.9% and 78.9% under the pro- 391

noun usage heuristic and to 64.9% and 72.7% using 392

the gender direction (Figure 3). The disparity in ac- 393

curate translation of antecedents in sentences with 394

stereotypical and reverse-stereotypical role assign- 395

ments (∆S) decreased in most cases, from 15.3 396

and 1.5 in the baseline to 14.9 and 0.8 under the 397

pronoun usage heuristic and to 9.0 and 7.3 using 398

the gender direction. 5 (The greater effect on ∆G 399

compared to the other metrics is consistent with 400

other studies on the WinoMT dataset, in which ∆G 401

usually displays the most visible change after bias 402

mitigation (Bergmanis et al., 2020; Kocmi et al., 403

2020b).) 404

5The WinoMT dataset for gender bias evaluation is fairly
new, which places a limitation on comparing the results on
these evaluation metrics to previous studies of bias mitiga-
tion in machine translation. One study whose evaluation
bears some similarity is by Bergmanis et al. (2020), who
added gender annotations to WMT-2015 to mitigate bias in
the Sockeye MT model (with 40 times as many training
examples as this work). Their model’s performance went
from a baseline of ∆G = 29.8,∆S = 11.8 (EN-FR) and
∆G = 10.2,∆S = 14.4 (EN-DE) to ∆G = 1.6 and
∆S = 10.1 (EN-FR) and ∆G = −4.7,∆S = 1.7 (EN-DE).
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Figure 3: Left: Difference in F1 scores on WinoMT for sentences involving male vs. female entities.
Middle: Accuracy scores on WinoMT dataset for sentences involving pro- vs. anti-stereotypical role assignments.
Right: Overall accuracy of preserving the gender of an entity upon translation in WinoMT.

BLEU ∆G Acc. ∆S

EN-FR
Baseline 30.7 18.8 53.5 15.3
Gender direction method 29.2 2.7 64.9 9.0
Pronoun usage method 33.0 4.8 62.9 14.9

EN-DE
Baseline 28.4 27.5 53.7 1.5
Gender direction method 31.5 2.4 72.7 7.3
Pronoun usage method 29.9 10 78.9 0.8

Table 1: Results for bias mitigation and translation quality on all three models. BLEU scores were evaluated on the
WMT-2014 data. ∆G denotes the difference in F1 scores on the WinoMT dataset between sentences with masculine
entities and sentences with feminine ones. ∆S denotes the difference in accuracy scores on the WinoMT dataset
between sentences with pro-stereotypical and anti-stereotypical role assignments.

5.2 Results on Translation Quality405

The translation quality, as measured by BLEU406

score, displayed only small variations under both407

bias mitigation methods. In English-French trans-408

lation, BLEU score decreased slightly from 30.7409

to 29.2 when using the gender direction, and in410

fact increased from 30.7 to 33.0 when using the411

pronoun usage heuristic. In English-German trans-412

lation, the BLEU score increased in both cases,413

from 28.4 in the baseline to 31.5 when using the414

gender direction method and 29.9 with pronoun415

usage method. Since a slight decrease in transla-416

tion quality might be expected when training with417

more complex objectives for bias mitigation, the418

increase in translation quality under most circum-419

stances might suggest that the adversarial bias miti-420

gation framework provides some additional benefit421

in terms of avoiding overfitting: training the model422

to avoid gendered associations could permit it to 423

generalize more easily to unseen data. 424

The gender direction method provided the best 425

results in terms of bias mitigation on English- 426

French translation; in English-German translation, 427

the pronoun usage method was more suited to re- 428

moving stereotypical associations, whereas the gen- 429

der direction method was more suited to improv- 430

ing performance on sentences with female enti- 431

ties. Both methods performed comparably in terms 432

of translation accuracy, though the pronoun usage 433

method provided a significantly greater boost in 434

English-French translation. Linguistic differences 435

between French and German, such as the existence 436

of a neuter gender in German, could account for 437

these differences; future work could examine more 438

languages across of a variety of language families 439

to further understand this behavior. In addition, 440

these results suggest that when choosing methods 441
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Source sentence Translation (baseline) Translation (after bias mitigation)

The developer argued with
the designer because she did
not like the design.

Le promoteur a eu des
échanges avec l’auteur parce
qu’il n’a pas aimé le dessin.

La développeure a contesté la conception
parce qu’elle n’aimait pas le design.
(gender direction)

The physician hired the
secretary because he was
highly recommended.

Le médecin embaucha la secrétaire
parce qu’elle était recommandée
à la haute recommandation.

Le médecin a embauché le secrétaire
parce qu’il était hautement recommandé.
(pronoun usage)

Table 2: Sample translations by the baseline model and by the models trained with each of the bias mitigation
methods. Colors indicate entities’ grammatical genders: blue for male entities and pronouns, red for female ones,
and orange for neutral ones.

for bias mitigation, there may be a tradeoff, albeit442

small, between the best possible fairness and the443

best possible accuracy. For example, in English-444

French translation, the pronoun usage method pro-445

vides the best improvement in overall translation446

quality, while the gender direction method is best447

at improving gender bias across all metrics.448

The particular goals of the application for which449

a translation model is deployed could determine450

which method of measuring gender bias is best451

for that context: the gender direction method pro-452

vides more dramatic improvements in some cases,453

whereas the pronoun usage method provides more454

consistent bias mitigation across all metrics in both455

languages. That said, both methods of measuring456

gender bias in conjunction with adversarial learn-457

ing resulted in significant decreases in gender bi-458

ases across nearly all metrics.459

5.3 Examples of Bias Mitigation460

Table 5.2 gives examples of translations with and461

without different bias mitigation techniques on the462

WinoMT dataset. Sentences in the WinoMT dataset463

are designed such that the model must use con-464

text to determine which entity in a sentence (e.g.,465

"the developer" or "the designer" in Table 1) cor-466

responds to the gendered pronoun, since resolving467

the coreference to either entity would be syntacti-468

cally correct.469

Without using bias mitigation, the baseline470

model translates both gendered entities and pro-471

nouns in stereotypical ways: a female developer472

becomes le promoteur, the male developer, and a473

male secretary becomes la secrétaire, the female474

secretary. The gendered pronouns associated with475

these entities are also translated to the stereotypical476

gender for those professions. Both methods of bias477

mitigation, however, translate both the gendered478

entities and the gendered pronouns that correspond479

to them correctly in these instances. The female480

developer becomes la développeure and the correct 481

pronoun elle is used for her; the male secretary 482

becomes le secrétaire, using the correct pronoun 483

il. These differences illustrate how both the gender 484

direction and pronoun usage methods can success- 485

fully mitigate bias through adversarial learning. 486

6 Conclusion 487

Linguistic biases serve as a vehicle for harmful 488

stereotypes that demean individuals and commu- 489

nities, harm their mental and physical health, and 490

worsen life outcomes. Recent studies indicate that 491

NLP systems perpetuate these biases, reproducing 492

stereotypes in their output and disproportionately 493

producing demeaning or outright incorrect output 494

for groups that face societal discrimination. For 495

example, translation systems often translate pro- 496

nouns or gender inflections incorrectly when they 497

correspond to counter-stereotypical professions. 498

Adversarial bias mitigation intervenes during 499

training by introducing an adversary that attempts 500

to predict a protected variable from the output of 501

the model. It is a model-agnostic strategy, per- 502

mitting complex models to be substituted into 503

the framework without changing the overall setup, 504

which is convenient for pre-training/fine-tuning se- 505

tups. It requires no modifications to the training 506

data or additional data collection, permitting it to 507

be extended to new tasks or low-resource domains 508

more easily. By intervening during training itself, 509

this approach also aims to mitigate both dataset 510

bias and bias amplification. 511

In this work, we addressed several open ques- 512

tions raised by previous research into the adversar- 513

ial approach to bias mitigation: (1) how to define 514

gender as the protected variable in more complex 515

applications, particularly in language tasks where 516

such information is not prelabeled; (2) how to apply 517

the adversarial framework to a pre-training/fine- 518
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tuning setup with large language models, as has519

become the norm; and (3) whether the adversar-520

ial framework is indeed effective as measured by521

quantitative evaluations on realistic tasks.522

We presented an adversarial framework for mit-523

igating gender bias in machine translation. Our524

approach proposes two measures for gender as a525

protected variable in the context of large language526

models, the gender direction method and pronoun527

usage method. We then applied the adversarial528

framework to English-French and English-German529

machine translation. For both the gender direction530

and pronoun usage methods, the difference in F1531

scores between sentences in the WinoMT dataset532

involving male and female entities decreased, and533

for the pronoun usage method, the difference in534

accuracy between pro- and anti-stereotypical sen-535

tences also decreased. In addition, the accuracy536

of preserving the gender of an entity upon transla-537

tion increased and the accuracy of translating pro-538

and anti-stereotypical sentences increased for both539

methods. Furthermore, mitigating gender bias did540

not come at the expense of translation quality. In541

fact, translation accuracy slightly increased in most542

cases, suggesting that the method might provide543

some additional ability to generalize to new exam-544

ples.545

The gender direction method was significantly546

more successful at mitigating bias in some cases,547

whereas the pronoun usage method provided more548

consistent but usually less thorough bias mitigation.549

Nonetheless, both methods were effective mitigat-550

ing gender bias in machine translation. The results551

suggest that the adversarial framework is a promis-552

ing technique for mitigating biases in common and553

complex NLP tasks.554

6.1 Future Work555

A broader avenue of research concerns extending556

the adversarial framework to other NLP tasks and557

to protected variables such as race or religion, for558

which indicators of the protected variable may be559

more difficult to measure. Possible extensions to560

this work within machine translation could exam-561

ine the efficacy of this method on different trans-562

lation pairs, especially between more dissimilar563

languages. Translation from languages with more564

complex systems of gender inflection might require565

more complex strategies for defining the protected566

variable tailored to their syntactic and morpholog-567

ical features. Another key direction is to account568

for nonbinary or transgender users and others who 569

face unique forms of gender discrimination (e.g., 570

misgendering) or for whom gender bias mitigation 571

based on binary notions of gender would result in 572

oversimplified interventions (Cao and Daumé III, 573

2020). 574

Complementary research can involve integrating 575

stakeholders in the development of NLP systems, 576

such as by surveying users of various genders or 577

collaborating with language reclamation activists. 578

Allowing users to contest or modify the decisions 579

made by a system, such as by allowing users to cor- 580

rect biased translations or choose between multiple 581

translations, could also improve trust in the fairness 582

of a translation system (Vaccaro et al., 2019). Com- 583

bining multiple types of interventions can allow 584

the NLP community to address these issues, which 585

require both technical and ethical insights. 586
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A Ethics and Data Statement746

The WMT-2014 training data used for the study747

comes from was chosen because this dataset, as748

used in the 2014 ACL Workshop in Statistical Ma-749

chine Translation, was originally used to train T5750

for machine translation; therefore, training on this751

data could be reasonably expected to provide sim-752

ilar results as those on the original model. The753

data used here comes from parallel English-French754

and English-German texts. The English data con-755

sists primarily of General American English and756

British English; other dialects of English, such as757

African-American English, are underrepresented in758

this corpus. Similarly, the French and German data759

consists primarily of varieties of these languages760

as spoken in Europe. The training set therefore761

cannot not provide a balanced representation of the762

various dialects and speaker demographics of these763

languages.764

The WinoMT dataset used for evaluation (see765

Section 5) was chosen because it is the predominant766

benchmark for evaluating gender bias in machine767

translation. It consists of English-language tem-768

plates in General American English that were then769

translated into other languages. Thus, an important770

avenue for further research is to examine whether771

bias mitigation techniques like this one are effective772

on more translation pairs and language varieties.773

Finally, we acknowledge that our approach as-774

sumes a binary notion of gender and does not775

account for other gender identities; we recom-776

mend that future work explore avenues for gender-777

inclusive translation as well.778

B Implementation Details779

The number of training epochs was manually fine-780

tuned from 1 to 5 on the development set; all mod-781

els presented here were trained for 2 epochs, except782

for the EN-FR gender direction model (1 epoch)783

and EN-DE baseline (3 epochs). A learning rate of 784

0.001 was used for both the translation model and 785

the adversary and the Adam optimizer was used for 786

all models. We used T5-base (220 million param- 787

eters); training time for each model varied from 788

24 to 72 hours on one NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000 789

GPU. 790

The development set BLEU scores correspond- 791

ing to the final models used here were: 792

BLEU

EN-FR
Baseline 30.6
Gender direction method 29.3
Pronoun usage method 33.8

EN-DE
Baseline 28.4
Gender direction method 31.3
Pronoun usage method 30.3

.

Our datasets are available at 793

anonymshare.com/396p/inputs.zip. 794
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